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Ray Schaffer
seed’s ’Escapade with Beyot®’ hi-lited the ish. ... 

n*d-twu-r-a-l-l-»y.... And like Ted, I disapprove of the use of 
drugs to relieve tensions, got stoned, etc«,’eta, Mighod, I’m ouch 
a prude that I even disapprove of tranquillizer*addiction. It’s 
impossible anymore to go thru a week with one’s eyes and ears open 
without running across th® statement, "this is'an age of anxiety.” 
Anxiety has become the badge- of distinction that men wear to makr 
them from men in previous centuries* Even the kids in the grade 
schools are ’’nervous” with more than a fair share of mental problems. 
if they wander off the beam.. And ths teen-agers are said to be
under the guns in- a special kind of combat with the world* Ths 

middle-aged, I’m told, are living, in a mishmosh of frustration as 
they try to keep their health and sanity in the rat race they’re 

running. And at the end of the line are the special pi'oblems of the 
aged., Man, they all have problems. And they’re schooled to believe 
that if the problems got too big for them to handle they can gulp 

, a tranquillize? and make everything seem to-be all right*
Look at the experiment that wont on at Columbia U. psychologists 
there found out that a monkey and pigeon trained to go’thru certain 
mechanical moves to get a squirt of orange juice and a grain of 
corn, conk out if given tranquillisers. But it doesn’t bother them, 
because they’re tranquillized. So long as they don’t worry, it’s 
all right. the b-i-g thing is to avert anxiety. All of "us mon* 
keys and pigeons are likewise being given a choice between being 
anxious and being tranquil. And the catch is, dammit., that we achieve 
tranquillity at the price of excellence. We’re like th® lush who gets 
a glow on at the expense of his mental sharpness and physical 

coordination*. The lush ends up by being at peace with the 
world. He’s happy as a clam at hi-tide. Hell? since when is a clam 
&t hi-tide the most admirable of living things!
Arid not all tranquillizers, moreover1, are in pill form. There’s the 
public commission set up to study whatever anxiety is causing trouble. 
This has th® effect of ’’numbing” the collective pain. There’s the 
form of blaming something beyond control, thus evading personal re
sponsibility. There’s the form, of getting expert opinion from someone 
else, which turns out to be a mumbo-jumbo that fusses out the whole 
goofed-up matter, so that no one can be sure anymore what was being 
worried about in the first place. And there’s the form of democratic 
discussion, which turns the problem into a pro & con mishmosh and 
blanks out awareness of its realities..

4 and there’s always tv which numbs the collective mind* Howevers 
Peyote isn’t a tranquillizer and its a poor thing to get stoned out 
onj even with lemon juice to try and neutralize its alkalinity . , e 
toapy dish water is oftimes prescribed as an emetic you know . * . 
there is still an everpresent nausea with possible vomiting. There’s 
a good description of a peytoe scene in Junkie by William Lee



peyobe prose--IT
which was published ns an A o paperback in 1953c It’s still available^ 
around here., Despite the cover and blurbs, it’s an interesting, book. I

* now* for th', First Tim-.: Ever in English, an excerpt from ay letter
by Jack Harness, w tli the translation from his handwriting being 
done by me . ,. , dr? *

Jack Harness
Ted & Sylvia:: enjoyed muchly the report on Mescalines. 

Couldn’t you have rrtlea it ,fTh£ Poors of Perversion,n or something? 4 
1 have twice managed hit a point on tKeTone Scale definitely above 
the Homo Sapiens band and several times exteriorized. Sinces like you, 
I am working for enlightenment rather than kickss and to judge things 
for myself, these things' are just added frosting, extra benefit. Exam
ple: after- a lot of running of the Subject of HELP and seeing mor® 
what HELP actually was. I saw how I had been playing a cute game with 
Eney, to wit: I would parade Scientolo^ie&l data and ideas which I had 
seen demonstrated or validated and which I Knew he couldn’t accept, just 
to be able to snigger at him. I wasn’t, the most pleasant type for 
Eney to have to endure, was I, Ted? .You’ve never.had any processing, 
any real chance to pit yourself against your Reactive Bank/Subconscious 
Mind. But, judging and going by your reports on. Moseai, I’d aaj there 
was considerably more effects to be had from processing* Howsomever* 
let me Know of any further work/results/experience with Mescal, you & 
Tedsyl* . i>
Larry McCombs

Peyote xs outside my real© of experience, although it 
sounds like full, and what else is there to say?

Marty Fleischman
" Was both interested and amused by Ted White on 

peyote. Amused by the manner in which Ted wrote up the whole affair« 
Also interested-. Send me a couple of capsules in the mail and I’ll 
report on my reactions to same in the next PR,,
1 you can get peyote legally in New York, especially in and around the 

Village, with no trouble at all. Or, you might even be able to get 
hold of some pure mescaline }•

Bill Meyers
Where did Riekhardt .ome onto a supply of peyote? The it’s 

not illegal to possess or use, I don’t imagine it’s dreadfully easy 
to come by, our morals being what they are. Being non-habit forming, 
insensibly enough. has’nothing to with whether a drug is banned or 
not, it seems — only the height of its effect upon a person! Few 
people realize that it is impossible to become addicted to marijuana, 
because of the fame that has qbmt from extensive use of the drug for 
cheap television plays and movies. (Smuggling ring is broken ups 
merchandise finally revealed by the heroic efforts of Noble X« Ample, * 
Federal Man. He carefully examines iu, then with his grim steely-grey 
eyes turned towards the camera. beads of sweat flickering in the high 
lights on his forhead* he pulls backs his lips and hisses tightly through ‘ 
his teeth..<.^Marijuana-” 4 you can always tell it’s a Federal Agent 
if he hisses the word marijuana 1 followed by titanic crescendo of



p s y or- j p r o s $
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At ^.ny rate.
interesting in finding
4 I saw on® of those

I found Ted and Sylvia 
out ^hat.IMs Like*

us to recowg, f^bm 
rcounts bo^^^ly

expose’.’
featured blurbs like ’’Marihuana:-
“A.puff — 
girlsr” . 
adults only

a party
£S ah opt 
a which

of ^>uth
garden," 

e girls become vice
the everpresent, ’’Shown to

& Pearce, 1949) Ms 
almost to a blanket

in flight from Reality'(Duell, Sloan 
on marijuana that almost -amounts

... . .. .. of it after tracing ins' ' usage
back thru 4700 years of recorded history. He concludes by saying 

ho government can do is to license its growth 
like.liquor is. The anti-marljuana drive in 
iated principally during the 30’s and one

that the best thing 
and control its sal 
this country was in 
wonders if it wasn’t . ’ spurred on by tobacco and liquor inter*
ests besides the fact that marijuana has been mainly distributed 
by criminal elements who also handled opiates like morhpino and 
heroin and. cocaine, whichdangerous and which shouldn’t be ad
ministered without close medical supervision* If you ever see a 
copy ol / .Th® Reign of Law (a tale of the Kentucky hempfields) by 
lames Lane Allen 7Macmillan, Now fork. 1900) don’t pass it by. It 

. is a novel about th® growing of hemp /the f lowers of the female
plants of which are the source of marijuana, using-its fibre in 
sail-making, No use of th® drug occurs in the'novel . but it has
passages which are just too TooMuch." Roallv the Blues by Mezz 

’-------Bernard Wolfe (Random Kouse}~W0 Tanu“m7r® rec ent 1Mezsrow
in pb,) also has some interesting words 'to say about marijuana

; ye<

David Rike
Peyote’s prime effect on the mind, according to Huxley 

(The..Doors of Perception, Harper, 1954) is to reduce th® blood sugar 
in the brain which apparently allows the mind to perceive things, with
out any blunting of the intellect, in a,different perspective. The 
.sensations are produced by the mind and not by the drug, thus its effect 
will vary from person to person. Thus, if one takes peyote with guilt 
feelings and trepidations, the effect produced will be different 
than if it’s downed with the ease of vitamin pills or a glass of water. 
American Indians, who use peyote, take it as a pert of a religious 
ceremony and have formed a church which has the eating of peyote as part 
of the ritual. The Native American Church, Taylor mentions a hymn 
they sing (Flight-from Roaliiy also has a chapter on peyote) while 
taking the cactus, a verse of. which goes something like, a ...and this 
is the road that leads us co Jesus*a This is a definitely different 
approach than the one Ted took. And its hardly the road to take if one 
wants to go cn a kick-like trip.
For ’’kicks” I’d think that barbituates and amphetamines, or their com
bination would be more th® thing. Or cocaine* Or morphine or heroin. 
Or a . .< . shot of morphine .followed by some cocaine. Real kicks* 
Or, for that matter, getting back into the world of reality instead of 
a fantasy realm.where one can pick up such drugs with ease and use 
them with immunity, an ounce of instant coffee dissolved in about a -pint 
of hot water and sugared to taste. You can get this at vour corner * grocery Store. ,y '



peyote pr.J -- 1>
Bill: payote is ■ grown in 5 . ’n toxas, Hew Mexico and Mexico<
It can be obtained frott several herb and plant* companies _
down in Texas and shipped via railway express. to anywhere in the V.o» 
It can be obtained in principally two forms (1) as a whole plant which 
can be replanted and. if climate and conditions ar® right, produce 
more plants (2) the dried tops of the cactus which are termed buttons• 
Mescaline is usually synthsised rather than extracted from cue 
plant. Ted White was dropping caps instead of eating plants because 
someone (wither® Hickhardt got his supply) had no doubt drxea-up whole 
plants or had taken buttons and pulverised them into a xine meeu. i-*® 
Hew Yorkers out here tell me that it takes around 14 double-0 caps to 
produce a satisfactory effect. If the caps were triple-05 th® largest 
size, it would of course take less.
If you’re not particularly hip to eating peyote, you can always read 
up oh it. so -at least you’ll know what everone else is yak-ity—yanking 
about. ’ Besides the aforementioned. Junkie, Slight from Reality, ario 
Doors to perception, there is also Henri TtTcnaux1 s ’’^serable jura^ie, book (at least in English) which 
apoeared in EVergreen Review.^1. Huxley also has some - words to^say 
about ’ peyote^rBr^e WT&rld Revisited, The Beat OenerMtiOM * 
Aam Young Men has two with references to peyou® hi xt,
TT^ievo^ Sd there’s R. C„ Star’s Mysticism-*
that is his rebuttal to Huxley that was published by Oxford recently*

c + 0 .;. o <- O 4. o o + ” + ° X » + o + » -r6v°->° + ° +

All the vegetable sedatives 
on trees, the hallucinogens

and narcotics, all the euphorias that grow 
that ripen in berries or can be squeezed 

from roots — all. without exception, have been know and systematically 
used by human 'beings from time immomorial. And to these natural 
if levs'" of consciousness modem science has added its quota _ ox synthecies 
_ _ chloral, for example. ;and benzedrine, the bromides and th® bar* 
blturateS:^ -
Most of these modifiers of consciousness cannot be taken,except under 
doctor^s orders, or els® illegally and at considerable
r,_«a.ngts th# West has i}ermitted only alcohol and tobacco.' Axl 

Dears in ths Wall are labeled Dope, and their
•unauthorised, takers are. Fiendsf

from The Doors of Perception 
T>y ‘AlSbus Huxley



Bill Meyers
'LhiB neif format in The Star of K is all right as a 

noveltyput I wouldn’t .tike t-c see it become a regular thing. 
4 Larry/jemt have used it before, it’s a curse of having a wide

carriage typer apparently. 4 The added difficulties of cutting a 
stencil of this format would see® to be more trouble than the final 
result merits,
Like Parker’s ’’The Peanut Caper” very much. In Parker’s pre-Array 
days. I must say t never cared too much for any of his material, for 
it usually reeked of pretension mid name-dropping, and his humor was 
dependably forced. But currently/ his ego isn’t showing thrsough 
so the c^ierial isn’t.any more worthwhile, but it’s more en- 

•mt- joyable
Larry 3. Bourne

The Star ox K has extinguished dimly in ths west and 
tne consensus here is tnat "The Peanut Kaper” is of a fine stature of ■ 
the Salto credo-silly pointless conversations, but then, what dees 
a fawning acolyte know? If there is some question as .to my . . 
remaining on the list I’d like to give notice that I received the 
PH on March 29th.
Karen Anderson

liked tae peanut caper
Sorry about Calmatema reaching you so late. Larryo I didn’t real- 
iso it would take so long. to get tnere.
4 starry-eyed idealist, believing in the United States post office 4
John Thiel Stark’s idea Concerning replacement of delinquent publish- 

ere is excellent. In general. Star of K was interesting 
but not especially comment-provoking. Chafapion plans to forward those 
letters., doesn’t he? I’d hate to start from scratch again, partic
ularly when the discussions were becoming so interesting. 'How to 
transmit concept of right & left to humanoid alien -- fascinating!
Larry Stark

t am in the odd position of having to say 
that I didn’t like "The Peanut Caper,” even though I printed it. 
In truth, I like it rather well, until'’the intimate connection of 
cutting the stencils showed me all th© short-cuts and inadequacies of 

4. the wording and the .imagery* It wFas, I still admit, a fairly well 
handled ending . . ... »'hat is. d still feel that though it is in

evitable, ano though it is pointed out as inevitable all along
. opt this as an ending. This is

fine. There are so many places, though, where I could hardly re
strain rayself from changing words, and rephrasing sentencess and 

• ywhole paragraphs, in order to illumine and enliven what 
xtss Son’s muentj-bn®



stir of rt scill ..r i ifrr'r

.< ;hiuz Riis shoula have beoa print ad. chough. because it is so much
ox c’$$ Parker-vxsi... period in ^Itic’ore, and because Balt1moj'r 

f r.; and roanuis hero such a hlstr > of interconnection through 
Gambit and the Burbac-imitatlons.

John Thiel
Tell me; how de you got this real heavy rich black 

printing in all your zines? Special type of machineor stencil? 
Pm very interested^ mavs the type of printing I’ve been trying to 
get for years. Making me provisionally a member isn’t really fair 
in any sense, including common. I mean, whether or not Fleischman 
is voted back in. since I was 4i on the active wl it would be only 
logical to nut me into membership in any case, Not that I’m especially 
enthusiastic about becoming a member —. as a matter of fact. I’d 

want to remain on xhe active wl as long as possible as I’m not looking 
forward to publishing with much joy. But I do like to be logical 
every once in a wnile. • 1’m a logic, ^fter all: the Logic Genre, 
which will follow ths Beat Generation whhch is slowly loosing prom
inence and eminence in che minds of the Toting (Teenage) Intel-

Trend, who is actually a Beat 
in actions (and dress, otc.) as well as philosophy.
4 wellj if you don’c look forward ter publishing with joy in the 

Cult., you can always qui.i. yd iow w, •)

L,S,Bourne ;
As to the question Are We Pom Hearted? perhaps ws are.

Richard Eney
And. now, on to Are We Downhearted? maybe c ♦ 4



First off* the thrilling and exciting results of the hotly contested 
voting « . *
Proposal I . ♦ . it by a vote of Z yes, 3 no, and 3 not voting
Proposal IX It lest with"! yet, 6 uo. 3 not voting.

( 4 No votes will defeat a measure, you know)
Proposal III . . won with 10 yes, 0 no. and 3 not voting
Bylaw I also won by a vote of 10 yes. 0 no, 3 not voting
1 ®xght mention that I was not given a ballot and thus was unable to 
•vote. The proposers of Prop, if, interestingly enough, all voted 
against the’measure. If there is any question as to the veracity of 
the tally, and an investigation is called for, the cards will be 
around ready to be forwarded to any authority upon payment of ship
ping costs.
Rich Enev has some words to say:

Constitution: I don’t quite dig 
the distinction which seems to be drawn, between ”quarto” and "Letter- 

sir- ed” pages, in proposal 1. Letter-sise is quarto? that is, it’s 
1X of the U.S Basis Sheet or. which things 'like paper weight ktp are 
calculated — a ream of 22x17 inch 20#- paper actually weighs twenty 
pounds. The confusion is probably because th© British actually call 
their quarter-basis paper ’’quartoJ’ but the difference isn’t because 
g 1/2x11 letter sise is cut different from 3x10 British quarto: the 
Anglofans just start with a different basis sheet. •>* Further, I 
object strongly to the lumping of miscellaneous clauses under each 
proposal. This jatz of throwing in riders to a bill and then asking 
that it be voted on as an all-or-nothing proposition may be good enough 
for the Congress and such mundane bodies, but surely in a small group 
like the Cult every clause should have been'allowed to stand on its 
own merits.
The Bylaw: is sound, tho it should have been thot of before Under the 

supplementary comments following this, the shibboleth-like 
reaarK on what an awful prospect it would be to have a Cult Cycle with 
less than 13 legal FRs in it...Aside from a slight (and out-of-order) 
chuckle and eXclamanation of wiat-the-hall . my reaction is mostly 
to ask wily a given cycle should not be protracted till there are 13 - 
legal FRs in it, so that this cycle (whatever individual it ends on) 
would come to an end with FR 65 even if Meyers didn’t happen to put 
■’■.hat one out? Requiring extra activity of a Cult member on account 
of’somebody else -s failure is not quite fair anyway? to require it of 
tbs W-Lister~wHo replaces the delinquent —"ho not SrN wasn’t*guilty but wasn^t ^ven a m^B^WJ the wab committed — strikes me as quite u^ust-ii^le.



Marty Fleischman
There was a sceince fiction club in the junior hign 

I used to attend . .. .. this was shortly after my discovery of fandom 
(late 1955) and at a meeting I once delivered a brief talk on amatuer 
science fiction publications. Somebody got up and suggested that the 
club put one out., it was . voted on, was unanimous, and plans were im
mediately made for the first issue (the title, as I remember, was 

Luna.) anyway, I was elected editor, and at the next meeting was pre- 
seated with book reviews, an article entitled wMy Favorite Science 
Fiction Story," and a god-awful five pages story that contained at least 
a dozen lines stolen from a Nelson Bond story, title forgotten. A few 
days later, I was persuaded to join the Dramatics. T never returned to 
the JHS 22 SF Club and for all X know someone else was elected editor 
and they put out their godamned magazine.- * * * Hear tell the Bronx HS 
of Science’s SF Club puts out an irregular journal of criticism and 
comment. I wouldn’t be surprised if there are dozens more suchI
David Riks

When I was in my first year of high school s there were a bunch 
of us who all read stf and who met regularly after hours in the backroom 
of a nearby bar shooting pool and playing the slot machine. The bar was 
also the local centre for narcotics distribution. The place used to be 
quit© hot and it was disturbing for us to grab our piles of pmz, slide 
rules, paper bags full of chemicals and- Lab apparatus, and text books 
and make it out a trap door located under the pool table when a raid 
took place. After a few visits from the F.BoIo and th© Narcotics 3quad$ 
the place-somehow lost its luring appeal. besides & couple of -the kids 
left town, so made the scene elsewhere.

John Thiel A
X belong to a mildly successful science-fiction club founder 

exclusively for adolescents.. It has a fairly good record so far, it’s 
existed for around two years (of course, for five months of this period 
it was composed of only two members, but it existed. you have to give 
it credit for that), and at present'consists of twenty-one members ( 
(which ..I... shows that we’re exclusive). The last I heard, of it, the 0-0 
which was in Colin Cameron’s hands, was eleven months overdue, But, 
I?m willing to bet it’ll exist, for quite a few years yetj particularly 
because most of the members have around ten 0-0’s to go before they’re 
allowed to quit. Besides, this is the best teenage organization yet.



Speed a science fiction hero on a voyage through the space-time con
tinuum; invest him with v&st .teb^olcgical powers? give him th® ability 
to control his universe by his will alone, and unfetter’ his masculin
ity with disdain for sex.-
The results «a fantasy that displays a. remarkable similarity to the 
fantasies' of psychotic patients.”
This analysis of a burgeoning literary form was offered last week by 
Dr. Robert Plant of the Veterans Administration Cental Hygiene® Clinic 
at Clevelands Ohio.
He offered it to a*group of psychiatrists, educators and social workers 
at a panel on literature in today’s culture, presented before a meeting- 
of the American Orchopsychiatric Association here.
To Dr. Plank the literary world of science fiction is .something more 

profound than a simple market place for escape□
He doesn’t think there’s any harm-in the magazines and poeket books that 
serve up the future for a quarter, but he does believe*that science 
fiction writers and readers alike fere "attempting to work out the psycho 

logical problems of our times” and thereby display their own deep-seated 
psychic anxieties.
At that, he said, their focus has changed from years ago when Philip 
Wylie described his own bizarre craft as filled with ”wild adventure, 
wanton genocide on alien planets, gigantic destruction and a piddling 
phantasmagoria of impossible nonsense."
In those days, Dr. Plank said, science fiction expressed the world’s 
aggression and hostility; today it reflects th® world’s fears.
"There is a constant theme of coming to terms with a fearsome tech
nology, in which man finally establishes his power over the threatening 
machines — a power amounting in some cases to omnipotence,” Dr.
Plank said.
Today’s American male, he feels, is increasingly frightened of the 
technological world he is creating. He is -afraid of being overtaken by 
other nations such as Russia; he is afraid of atomic war; in his 
science fiction fantasies he creates "an amazing variety of methods for 

, because he is uneasy about 
Uontd over above Chit-Chat)

byea3sing proarestion 
adult sexual role."

fulfilling a normal



Stf k psychotic □bnt-d*..
„ ». . „.• ... 4A.* n-' ©Tank has read and studied ,it

*>«**pended« “The sclrUcpl^ &■ 
he- mentioned hbyly that “many 
ience with psychotherapy.”

fone “Senab of Wonder” • • 
or less. “Sense of Sickness/’ I4 well, I guess cur oldy long 

changed itself into a. more

down in the Squareshops
ms $: q counle cP three imitation Village*type coffee down I»X Square t^vard Square.), ^.Fi^KZ 

a week or so and buy some atmosphere, "Sd I aathe^that runs out on the Cape iProvincetown^ during the summer^ ana I .
that then it»s a very-arty place, so maybe xb s ? I? SUv - ©lay 
expensive and goshwow fakey as all out, but f o/biaee they've “ 
nkAes^ and checkers and Have No duke Box. That ^oiu oi pxt—e» chess ana cnecKex^ b charge on Friday and Saturday nights, recently instituted, a vo^er mi fhftn«h T miaht be wil*feel less friendly towards them than I did, though 1 mignv ocand I -— —.- - -, ,ling to ante up now ana thena

There
we* w

a rnffae shco of some sort, down on Mt» Auburn St.>, but 
in she wintons ®“®= «>«•, and in looked 

intaJostine bu" they seeaedto be closing down at the time, so ws didn't 
i-iS a^d wo found "out later that they had a #2 or so cover cnarge, 
tnd“ha“klnd of money we just, ain't got It maytbe peanuts to some of 
you, but we?re poor types, with many mouths to xeedw

The
wU the. |agiPserving atop, and

of ?Sono-’ik/ob“rts swlto A,«“
m action of the .There

30 U'S ueuail? fairly qui« except for the
/«?o Mrt thd there seem to be a few bearded arty types who come in 

and"ii* m/pens’down
there and made ur.cSfortaSe abOUt^t “ it ^TOlFtto nueh
?®/ nft- tn Sublle and I'm afraid I'll get called down for
,//'’some wav' besides, tiie drawings always look worse than usual - 
when there are people staring at me - or even not staring at me, but
just being there.
4,4.4.+4.4.4.4 4-+++ -!• + *+•!• * *
and SO, as our eyeballs sink }” ^ck^&^^eaelTonBtihair ova
dag tq anTend, W it's on time and read-, naa®-



Individual Certificate
Petition for (Special) Election for Adoption 

of Ordinance
INITIATIVE PETITION

Requiring the submission at s special (or general) municipal election of a pro
posed ordinance attached hereto.

PROPONENT’S REASONS FOR ADOPT INS SAID ORDIN AN®
Nuclear weapons tests, through the radioactive fallout they spread all over the 

world, are contaminating the air we breathe, the food we eat, and the milk our chil
dren drink, thereby sentencing thousands of the living to agony and premature death, 
and thousands yet unborn to defective lives.

Furthermore, if the nuclear arms race is not halted it may easily lead to a war 
which could destroy all mankind.

The time has come for the United States to reassert its leadership for peace by 
immediately seeking an agreement to stop all bomb tests. Such an agreement should not 
be tied down to any other disarmament proposals and need not wait upon working out a 
detailed inspection agreement, since it is now generally recognized that all major nu
clear explosions can be detected by present monitoring arrangements. A ban on testing 
would help to ease the tensions of the cold war, prevent the spread of nuclear weapons 
to additional countries, and make possible further disarmament negotiations.

We therefore urge you to join us in putting our city on public record for ending 
nuclear tests, by signing this petition and voting for this ordinance.

—The Berkeley Initiative Committee to Stop the Bomb Tests
PROPOSED ORDINANCE

WHEREAS the hazards of nuclear testing present a serious threat to the health and 
safety of the residents of this city which can only be eliminated by abolishing such 
tests, and

WHEREAS the City of Berkeley is authorized to take necessary and proper action to 
protect the health and safety of its residents; now, therefore,

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE CITY OF BERKELEY: That the President of the 
United States shall be memorialized to take immediate steps to effect a ban on nuclear 
testing.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF ALAMEDA, CITY OF BERKELEY, ss.
I, the undersigned, being first duly sworn, do hereby certify that I join in a 

petition to the Council requiring that it forthwith submit to the vote of the electors 
of the City of Berkeley, at a special municipal election, (or general municipal elec^ 
tion), that certain proposed ordinance, a copy of which is attached to this certificate, 
unless said ordinance be passed by the Council without alteration, when and as provided 
in the charter of the City of Berkeley.

I further certify that I know the contents of said proposed ordinance and have read 
the above reasons for its adoption, and I desire that said election be held, unless said 
ordinance be adopted by the Council without alteration as provided by the charter of the 
City of Berkeley; that I am a qualified-elector of the City of Berkeley, State of Cali
fornia; that I am not at this time a signer of any other like certificate; that I reside 
at No. ________  __________________________ between _____________________________ street and

street, in said City, and that my occupation is ,

(Signed) _________________________________________ ___
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of ,1958

( S igne d ) ___________________________________________
Verification Deputy (or Notary Public)

The petition of which this certificate forms a part shall, if found insufficient, 
be returned to Ida Wilcher, 2901 Telegraph Avenue, Berkeley, California.

EAST BAY PRINTING CO., 919 STANFORD AVE., OAKLAND, CALIF.




